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We prove that Linnik distributions are geometrically infinitely divisible, and
clarify a characterization theorem for Linnik distributions concerning the stability
of geometric summation. An explicit expression for absolute moments of Linnik
distributions is also given. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1953, Linnik established a distribution F with characteristic functiona
 .  .  < < a .y1  .  xch.f. f t s 1 q t , t g R ' y`, ` , where a g 0, 2 . Recently,a
this distribution F was named after Linnik and attracted a great deal ofa
attention. For example, using the Linnik distribution Anderson and Arnold
w x3 introduced some stable processes as models for temporal stock prices.
w xKotz, Ostrovskii, and Hayfavi 10 investigated the density function of F .a
w x w xLin 11 and Alamatsaz 1 proved independently the self-decomposibility
of F by different approaches. The existence of finite moments of F wasa a
w x w x w xdiscussed by Lin 11 and Anderson 2 as well as Anderson and Arnold 3 .
In the next section we prove that each F is geometrically infinitelya
 .  .divisible g.i.d. Theorem 1 , and clarify a characterization theorem for
Linnik distributions concerning the stability of geometric summation The-
.orems 2 and 3 . The absolute moments of F and of its extension are givena
 .explicitly Theorems 4 and 5 .
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2. MAIN RESULTS
We first consider the g.i.d. property of F . A random variable X or itsa
.  .ch.f.rdistribution is said to be g.i.d. if for any p g 0, 1 there is a
 .sequence of independent identically distributed i.i.d. random variables
Z , n s 1, 2, . . . , such thatp, n
Np
dX s Z , 1 . p , n
ns1
 4`where N , independent of Z , is a geometric random variable havingp p, n ns1
mass function
ny1P N s n s p 1 y p , n s 1, 2, . . . , 2 4  .  .p
and the notation sd expresses the equality in the sense of distributions
 w xsee, e.g., Klebanov, Maniya, and Melamed 9 , henceforth referred to as
.  .KMM . The right-hand side of 1 is called a geometric summation. Also
recall that the family of g.i.d. distributions is a proper subclass of the
 . family of infinitely divisible i.d. distributions see, e.g., Pillai and Sandhya
w x.15 . Hereafter, denote by X a random variable obeying the Linnika
distribution F . Any scale transform of F is also named after Linnik.a a
 xTHEOREM 1. For each a g 0, 2 , the Linnik distribution F is g.i.d.a
Proof. Recall that a distribution F is g.i.d. if and only if its ch.f. f
 .   .4satisfies the condition that the function f t s exp 1 y 1rf t , t g R, is
 w x.  x  . an i.d. ch.f. KMM 9 . For each a g 0, 2 , we have f t s exp 1 ya
 .4  < < a .1rf t s exp y t , t g R. The latter is the ch.f. of a symmetric stablea
distribution with exponent a , and hence i.d. Therefore F is g.i.d.a
It is known that the family of Linnik distributions is closed under
 w x w xgeometric summation see Anderson and Arnold 3 , Lin 11 as well as
w x.Kakosyan, Klebanov, and Melamed 8 . Specifically, let X , n s 1, 2, . . . ,a , n
be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables having distribution F , and let N ,a p
 4  .independent of X , be a geometric random variable defined by 2 .a , n
Then the following stability identity is valid:
Np
d 1raX s p X for each p g 0, 1 . 3 .  .a a , n
ns1
 .It is natural to ask the question whether the property 3 characterizes the
Linnik distribution F . The answer is in general negative due to thea
w xfollowing ramification of KMM 9, Theorem 3 .
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 xTHEOREM 2. Let a g 0, 2 and let X, X , n s 1, 2, . . . , be i.i.d. non-n
 4degenerate random ¨ariables. Assume further that N , independent of X , isp n
 .a geometric random ¨ariable defined by 2 . Then the stability condition
Np
d 1raX s p X for each p g 0, 1 4 .  . n
ns1
holds if and only if X has a ch. f. of the form
y1p
a< <f t s 1 q l t exp yi ua sgn t , t g R , .  5 /2
< <  4where the constants l ) 0 and u F u s min 1, 2ra y 1 .a
In the above theorem if we assume further that X obeys a symmetric
 .distribution, then the stability condition 4 does become a characteriza-
tion of the Linnik distribution. In fact we have the following result on
slightly greater generality, in which it suffices to consider two values p , p1 2
 .  .of p with the quotient log p r log p irrational.1 2
 4THEOREM 3. Let a , X, X , and N be defined as in Theorem 2.n p
Assume further that the distribution of X is symmetric at 0 and that p , p are1 2
 .  .two ¨alues of p with quotient log p r log p irrational. Then the stability1 2
condition
Np
d 1raX s p X for p s p , p 5 . n 1 2
ns1
 .  .holds if and only if X obeys a Linnik distribution F x s F xrl , x g R, fora
some constant l ) 0.
w x w xProof. Apply KMM 9, Theorem 4 or Lin 11, Theorem 3 .
For the case a s 2, the Linnik distribution F reduces to the Laplacea
 < < d .  .distribution, and hence the absolute moment E X equals G 1 q d or2
` according to whether d ) y1 or d F y1. In the next theorem we carry
 .out the absolute moments of F for a g 0, 2 . To simplify the representa-a
 .  .  .tion, we have applied the identity G 1 y s G 1 q s s sprsin sp for
 .  w x.s g 0, 1 see, e.g., Widder 17, p. 411 .
 .THEOREM 4. Let a g 0, 2 and X obey the Linnik distribution F . Thena a
 .  < < d .  d  . .  .  .4   .i E X s 2 G 1 q d r2 G 1 y dra G 1 q dra r G 1r2 Ga
d ’ .4   . .4   .  .41 y dr2 s 2 d p G 1 q d r2 r a G 1 y dr2 sin dpra if d g
 .  .y1, a l ya , a ' I ;a
 .  < < d .  .ii E X s ` if d g R y I the complement of I .a a a
To prove Theorem 4 we need the following lemma.
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 .LEMMA. Let a g 0, 2 and Y be a random ¨ariable obeying the symmet-a
 .ric stable distribution with exponent a , namely Y has a ch. f. f t sa a
 < < a .exp y t , t g R. Then
 .  < < d .  d  . .  .4   .  .4i E Y s 2 G 1 q d r2 G 1 y dra r G 1r2 G 1 y dr2 ifa
 .d g y1, a ;
 .  < < d .  .ii E Y s ` if d g R y y1, a .a
w xProof. The first part is due to Shanbhag and Sreehari 16, Theorem 3 .
The second part can be proved by the Monotone Convergence Theorem
 < < d .and by the fact that E Y ª ` as d ­ a or x y1. The proof isa
complete.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let Y be a random variable obeying the symmet-a
 .ric stable distribution with exponent a defined as in the Lemma above ,
and let Z be a standard exponential random variable independent of Y .a
Then X and Y Z1r a have the same ch.f., and hence are equally dis-a a
 w x w x.tributed see, e.g., Feller 7, p. 596 or Devroye 6 . This implies that
 < < d .  < < d .  dra .  dra .E X s E Y E Z for d g R. In view of the fact that E Za a
 .s G 1 q dra or ` according to whether d ) ya or d F ya , we obtain
the desired result by the Lemma above. The proof is complete.
Remark 1. There is an alternative approach for carrying out the mo-
 < < d .  .ments E X , d g 0, a . Recall that for a random variable X with ch.f.a
f , we have
`G 1 q d dp 1 y Re f t .  . .d< <E X s sin dt for d g 0, 2 , . . H dq1 /p 2 < <ty`
  ..  .  w x.in which Re f t denotes the real part of f t see, e.g., Chung 5, p. 159 .
From this formula it follows that
`2 dp 1 y f t .ad< <E X s G 1 q d sin dt . . Ha dq1 /p 2 t0
2 sin dpr2 .
s G 1 q d G dra G 1 y dra . .  .  .
ap
 .  .Therefore, for d g 0, a , Theorem 4 i is valid by the identity
2 xy1
G x s G xr2 G 1 q x r2 , x ) 0 .  .  . .’p
 w x.see, e.g., Apostol 4, p. 341 .
Finally, we consider an extension of the Linnik distribution. For each
 xa g 0, 2 , the ch.f. f is i.d.; this implies that for each s ) 0 the functiona
 .   .. s  .f t s f t , t g R, is a bona fide ch.f. Denote by X s a randoma , s a a
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variable with ch.f. f . We now investigate the absolute moments ofa , s
 .  <  . < d .  X s , s ) 0. For the special case a s 2, we have E X s s G 1 qa 2
.  .4   .  .4d G s q dr2 r G 1 q dr2 G s or ` according to whether d )
 4  4  .max y1, y2 s or d F max y1, y2 s . The remaining results for a g 0, 2
are given below.
 .THEOREM 5. Let a g 0, 2 and s ) 0. Then
 .  <  . < d .  d  . .  .  .4i E X s s 2 G 1 q d r2 G 1 y dra G s q dra ra
  .  .  .4  .  .G 1r2 G 1 y dr2 G s if d g y1, a l ya s, a ' I ;a , s
 .  <  . < d .ii E X s s ` if d g R y I .a a , s
Proof. Let Y be a random variable obeying the symmetric stablea
distribution with exponent a , and let Z , independent of Y , be a gammas a
random variable having density function
1
sy1 yzg z s z e , z ) 0. .s G s .
 . d 1ra  <  . < d .  < < d .  dra .Then X s s Y Z and hence E X s s E Y E Z fora a s a a s
 dra .  .  .d g R. In view of the fact that E Z equals G s q dra rG s or `s
according to whether s q dra ) 0 or s q dra F 0, we obtain the desired
result by the Lemma above. This completes the proof.
 xRemark 2. Assume in Theorem 3 that a g 0, 1 and that X is positive
instead of obeying a symmetric distribution. Then the stability condition
 .5 holds if and only if X has a Mittag]Leffler distribution with Laplace
 .  a .y1transform f s s 1 q ls , s ) 0, for some constant l ) 0. Thea
w xMittag]Leffler distribution has been investigated by Pillai 14 and by Lin
w x12 .
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